
2004 Mount Rainier Math Invitational

Sixth Grade Team Geometry
Written by Nick Moen

Leave answers in terms of .

Questions 1-5 are worth 2 points each

1. How many edges can be drawn connecting any two dots in a plane containing 9
distinct dots placed around a circle?

2. Jahon and Chi-Ming are walking around a 1/4 mile track at constant.  When
Jahon has finished his third lap, Chi-Ming has finished his second lap.  How
many laps will Jahon have done when Chi-Ming has finished his 12th lap?

3. How many squares of any size can be found in a 4x5 checkerboard?

4. What is the volume of a cone with base area 3  and height 4?

5. If a right triangle with integral sides has a perimeter of 36, and the
hypotenuse is 15, then what is the ratio of the smaller leg to the larger leg?

Questions 6-10 are worth 3 points each

6. How many square tiles with side length 3 inches are required to cover a
rectangular floor with side lengths 5 feet and 8 feet?

7. Robert is 6 feet tall. His shadow is 15 feet long. At the same time, Justin, who
is 4 feet tall measures his shadow.  How long is his shadow in feet?

8. One interior angle of a nonagon is 60º.  The other 8 angles are of equal
measure.  What is the measure of one of the other 8 interior angles?

9. A geometric sequence starts with 3, 9,… What is the 5th term?

10. What is the distance between the points (3, 5) and (-3, -3)?



2004 Mount Rainier Math Invitational

Sixth Grade Team Algebra
Written by Alan Mak

Questions 1-5 are worth 2 points each

1. Solve for x: 3x + 4 – 6 + x = 2 + x – 3

2. Evaluate when A=2 and B=4: A-B(A+B)/A

3. I want to buy a Radio that costs $250.  But there is a 30% discount on the
price due to a sale.  How much will I pay after the discount?

4. The sum of two numbers is 47 and their difference is 15.  What are the two
numbers arranged higher to lower?

5. Alan picks a number.  First he subtracts 4, and then he adds 6, then multiplies
it by 3, and finally subtracts 3 ending up with 129.  What is his number?

Questions 6-10 are worth 3 points each

6. Find all possible values of x in the equation: x2 + 5 = 21

7. MakII built a rectangular aviary for his flying ninjas to sleep in.  Its length is 4
times as long as its width.  Its area is 324 square feet.  What is the length of
his aviary in inches?

8. If y is positive, what is the value of y when x is 11 in the expression:
y2 = x2 + 9x – 24

9. Simplify (by multiplying) the expression: (3x + 2)(2x + 4)

10. Mak, Paul, Neff, and Chick form a bicycle relay team each racing 1 mile.  Their
average speeds were: Mak (30 mph), Paul (20 mph), Neff (10 mph) and Chick (12
mph).  What was their average speed over the 4-mile course in mph?


